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Topics
For healthcare purposes we have two qualifications in our QuantiSana Health Center linked to the present and future time lines and
energies. They involve the application of the Internet and digital communication on medicine as well as the integration of computerized
homeopathy into healthcare. Since 2017, homeopathy has officially been accepted in public healthcare in Switzerland. In a digital clinic a
patient does not have to appear personally anymore. His identity, however, has to be clear: name, address, birth date, photo or DNA (hair,
saliva or blood). - Quotations from the "Confidential Swiss Letter" from October 4, 2016. «The Internet is about to start a new triumph of its
technology. From today to 2020 the digital health care market will explode to over 200 billion dollars. With the "Horizon 2020" initiative,
the EU provides 600 million Euros for the digital future of Europe. The digital evaluation of health data will lead to an individual
medication for the patient, without having to consult doctors.»
Goals
The methods are based on two principles a) an individualization, and b) an objectivation. Both criteria are not standard in conventional
medicine. Basics within usual medical decision making are schemes (not individualized, « evidence-based medicine ») or attempts to
overcome uncertainty (not objective, « experience- or authority-based medicine »).
What we do
In our Center we create online diagnoses and make them complete by means of online therapies. We use a computerized and advanced
radionic device (TimeWaver™ http://en.timewaver.com/uk) which goes into resonance with the patient´s individual information patterns
inside the global information field.
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Digital Homeopathy
In homeopathy the basis is the repertorizing procedure https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arndt%E2%80%93Schulz_rule. A detailed examination
of the patient`s symptoms is performed and the results are compared with the appropriate list of the repertory
http://homeoint.org/hidb/kent/repertory.htm. Repertory software is used to facilitate the search for simile. Our software contains more than
600,000 digitalized information concerning symptoms and remedies. The simile https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Hahnemann and other
similar and effective agents can be identified in each case.
The Future
The future meets the expectation and description of the 6th Kondratieff wavecycle http://www.kondratieffwavecycle.com/kondratieff-wave/
for the period of integration of IT/information technology into individual healthcare. Wikipedia: "Several candidates have been determined
as technologies that dominate the 6th Kondratieff cycle: biotechnology, nanotechnology, psychosocial health and competence, mobile
internet… Since 1996, Nefedov in his book "The Sixth Kondratieff" has argued that the next basic innovation will be in the health sector."
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4173368.Sergey_A_Nefedov. This kind of «medicine of the future» we are performing in our
daily healing work since four years. The results are impressive, especially in patients who do not think doubtful thoughts (new-borns or coma
patients).

